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Magnetotransport of a quasi-three-dimensional electron gas in the lowest Landau level
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We have observed features in the magnetoresistance of a wide parabolic quantum well in the presence of the
in-plane magnetic field at field three times larger than fundamental field corresponding to the depopulation of
the last Landau level. The magnetoresistance structures shift with a specific sample parameter, such as potential
width. We suggested the formation of correlated states of a three-dimensional electron gas at Landau filling
factor 1/3, in analogy with a two-dimensional fractional quantum Hall effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional electron gas in high magnetic field e
hibits several novel electronic correlated phases.1 The most
remarkable example is the electronic states of the fractio
quantum Hall effect~FQHE!.2 Many-body effects in low-
density three-dimensional electron gas~3DEG! in the pres-
ence of a strong magnetic field have not yet been identi
unambigously. It has been shown that at sufficiently low te
peratures the uniform 3DEG should be unstable with resp
to the formation of a spin density wave~SDW! ~Ref. 3! or
charge-density wave~CDW! ~Ref. 4! in strong magnetic
field. The reasons for the possible formation of SDW~CDW!
are the one-dimensional character of the electron motion
strong magnetic field and electron-electron interaction. T
spin ~charge! density wave is pinned in the crystal due to t
interaction with an arbitrarily small density of impurities.5

The best candidate for the study of three-dimensio
~3D! many-body effects in a strong magnetic field is a
motely doped wide parabolic quantum well~WPQW!, be-
cause it allows to form a wide layer of dilute high mobili
carriers with a uniform density.6 In Ref. 7 a realistic WPQW
has been considered and the parameters of the system a
as the temperature and magnetic-field ranges necessar
the observation of the new electronic correlated phases h
been calculated. Theoretical calculations support the po
bility of the observation of these effects in realistic structu
however, the spin-density wave instability is very sensitive
the choice of parameters. This probably explains why neit
SDW nor CDW have been observed so far in experiments
magnetotransport in wide parabolic quantum wells.6,8–11

In this paper we report magnetotransport measuremen
the wide slab of electrons in AlGaAs parabolic quantum w
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in the presence of the in-plane magnetic fieldB. We have
observed new structures in the magnetoresistance in
quantum limit atB1/353B1, when B1 corresponds to the
depopulation of then51 Landau level~LL !. Dependent on
the direction of the current~i.e., parallel or perpendicular to
the magnetic field! the magnetoresistance shows either
peak or a smooth step. The magnetotransport features ma
indicative of a new correlated electronic state, which
formed in the extreme quantum limit atB1/353B1. The ori-
gin of this state remains unclear. More recent theories12 treat
the pure 3DEG in the Hartree-Fock approximation in t
extreme quantum limit. A complicated phase diagram h
been predicted for the transition region from the uniform g
state to the Wigner crystal as the magnetic field
increased,13 however, no discontinuity in the ground-sta
energy nearB1/353B1 was found. The situation resemble
that of two-dimensional systems, where the FQHE has b
discovered at Landau filling factor 1/3 demonstrating t
failure of the Hartree-Fock theory. It is only recently that
new, correlated, stripe phase has been observed in the h
LL in samples with exceptionally high mobilities,14 which is
consistent with the theoretical suggestion of charge-den
wave states at the levels withn.1. The properties of the 3D
systems in the extreme quantum limit are also, probably,
yond the Hartree-Fock approximation. The transport m
surements discussed in our paper may offer the way to
termine the ground state in 3D system in the strong magn
field.

II. ELECTRON STATES OF A WIDE PARABOLIC WELL
IN THE PRESENCE OF THE PERPENDICULAR

AND IN-PLANE MAGNETIC FIELD

The modulation doped quasi-three-dimensional structu
were suggested by Gossard and Halperin5 and were grown
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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by Sundaramet al.8 and by Shayeganet al.9 It has been
demonstrated that the electrons in the well occupy sev
~up to four! electric subbands.6,10,11 Self-consistent calcula
tions for a partially full 4000-Å parabolic well with the elec
tronic slab widthWe53000 Å and the sheet density 2
31011 cm22 , which are shown in Fig. 1, reveals six su
bands occupied. The number of the occupied electric s
bands and the effective width can be increased by increa
of the electron sheet density. We may conclude here, tha
system in zero magnetic field is neither two dimensio
~2D! nor three dimensional~3D!. In the presence of the in
plane magnetic field, however, evolution of 2D-3D ener
spectrum is expected. The energy of the electrons in a p
bolic quantum well with the potentialV5(az)2 in the pres-
ence of an in-plane magnetic field oriented alongx axis is
given by

En5~\2/2m!~kx
21gky

2!1\v~n11/2! ~n50,1, . . .!,
~1!

where v5(vo1vc)
1/2, vo5a(2/m)1/2, vc5eB/m,

g5(vo /v)2 , and m is effective mass. For wide parabol
wells in strong magnetic fieldvo!vc , and we have

En'\vc~n11/2!1\2kx
2/2m, ~2!

which is the energy of the 3D LL subbands, wheren is the
LL number. For the square quantum well this problem can
be solved analytically. However, one can expect that the
sults for both approximations in strong magnetic field wou
not be different. The energy spectrum in parallel magne
field is schematically shown in Fig. 2, where the energy l
els atB50 are taken from our self-consistent calculation
Also dots represent the bulk Landau level. We can see
the n52 and n51 bulk LL’s are almost coincident with
subband energies in strong field. Therefore, it is expec
that the physics of the wide parabolic well and 3D system
this case should be similar. It follows from the fact that in
T the magnetic length is equal to 250 Å, which is 15 tim

FIG. 1. Calculated total potential, electron density, and ene
levels in 4000-Å parabolic quantum well for sheet density,ns

52.331011 cm22. Inset shows schematic illustration of th
conduction-band edge in an empty parabolic well.
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smaller than the width of our well, and electron system
such field is essentially three dimensional.

In a magnetic field directed alongz axis each subband
represents a staircase of LL associated with the subband
ergyEi ( i is the subband index!. The energy spectrum of th
electron states is given by

Ein5Ei1\vc~n11/2!. ~3!

Clearly, this energy spectrum is different from the ener
of the 3D LL subbands in the presence of the in-plane m
netic field described by Eq.~2!. It is shown schematically in
Fig. 3 again for the energy levels atB50 determined from
self-consistent calculations. The three-dimensional limit

y

FIG. 2. Energy levels of the wide parabolic quantum well as
function of the in-plane magnetic field. Dots represents the b
Landau levels. The position of the Fermi level at zero magne
field is shown by the dashed line.

FIG. 3. Energy of the wide parabolic quantum well as a funct
of the strong~a! and low ~b! perpendicular magnetic field. Th
position of the Fermi level at zero magnetic field is shown by
dashed line. The cyclotron and subband energies are indicated.
Landau levels are shown. Spin splitting is neglected.
6-2
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TABLE I. The sample parameters.

Sample x y d W ns m ns m
~Å! ~Å! ~Dark! ~Dark! ~After illumination! ~After illumination!

(1011 cm22) (cm2/Vs) (1011 cm22) (cm2/Vs)

2236 0.275 0.275 150 2000 1.1 67000 2.8 66000
2237 0.275 0.275 150 2000 1.4 85000 3.4 61000
2262 0.200 0.310 200 1000 1 71000 5.8 108000
2263 0.270 0.310 150 1500 1.5 83000 5.6 79000
2264 0.270 0.310 150 2000 2 81000 4.5 73000
2265 0.270 0.310 150 2500 2 71000 3.8 65000
2266 0.270 0.310 150 3000 2.4 82000 4.8 61000
AG662 0.270 0.310 100 4000 1.5 120000 3.5 240000
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this geometry may be reached by continuously increasing
width of the parabolic well, when the distance between l
els DEi j →0. In a real system the energy levels have a fin
width due to the disorderG, therefore, the electron syste
has a 3D energy spectrum when the electron subbands
their LL overlap,G;DEi j . We can also see clear differenc
between these two geometries: when the parallel magn
field is applied, 2D-3D transition occurs in the strong enou
magnetic field, in contrast to perpendicular field geome
when magnetic field cannot change the dimensionality of
system. Based on these arguments, further we presen
results of the measurements of the wide parabolic well in
presence of the strong in-plane magnetic field, when the
ergy spectrum is identical to the spectrum of the bulk s
tems.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SAMPLES AND
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples were made from AlxGa12xAs parabolic
quantum well grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. It includ
a 4000 Å-wide parabolic AlxGax21As well with x varying
between 0 and 0.29, bounded by undoped AlyGay21As
spacer layers withd-Si doping on two sides. The thicknessd
of the undoped layer was 100–200 Å. The well is char
terized by three parameters shown in the inset to Fig. 1.
height of the parabolaD15750x meV, the width of the pa-
rabolaW, and the height of the AlGaAs barrierD25750(y
2x) meV. The parabolic variations mimic the potential of
uniform positive three-dimensional chargen1, which is pro-
portional to the curvature of the grown parabolic potent
The parabolic well is full, when the electron sheet density
the well ns is sufficient to completely screen the fictitiou
positive chargen1: ns5n1W52D1«/(e2pW), where «
512.87 is the static dielectric constant. The sample par
eters are given in the Table I. Initially all our parabolic we
are only partially occupied by electrons. We varied the el
tron sheet density by illumination with a red light-emittin
diode. In order to increase the full well sheet density w
respect to the previously studied WPQW,6,11 we increased
the height of the parabola for several structures~ see Table I!.
The mobility of the electron gas in our samples varies fr
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603103 cm2/Vs for 1000–3000 Å parabolic wells to 21
3103 cm2/Vs for a 4000-Å well. It should be noted, that th
mobility in a WPQW is usually smaller than in the conve
tional AlGaAs structures due to such scattering mechani
as background impurity and alloy disorder scattering. T
mobility due to the remote and background impurity scatt
ing in our structures has been calculated in paper Ref. 15.
found that the remote impurity scattering has no a stro
effect in a wide well, since the distance between the impu
ties and the edge of the electron slab is larger than the sp
width. On the other hand, the role of the background imp
rities increases dramatically in comparison with conventio
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. For homogeneous ba
ground doping the scattering timet is given by16

\/t5~2EFNBW/ns!H~kF!, ~4!

where EF is the Fermi energy,NB is background doping
density, andH(kF) is the screening function that depends
the Fermi vectorkF . In Ref. 17 it was argued that in hetero
structures with high mobility the major scattering mechani
is due to the background doping. For heterostructures the
~4! can be rewritten in the form\/t5EFNB /nskF . This ex-
pression gives the mobility in 2D electron gasm2D55
3106 cm2/Vs for ns5331011 cm22 and NB51.1
31014 cm23, which is close to the limit of the expecte
carbon impurity contamination in the well.17 Therefore, from
the comparison of the mobility in the wide wellmwell and in
heterostructuresm2D we obtainmwell52m2D /(WkF)'180
3103 cm2/Vs, which is close to the experimental value
the mobility for our 4000-Å parabolic well with the sam
electron sheet density. Thus, we may conclude here tha
quality of our best samples is comparable with the Ga
AlGaAs heterostructures containing 2D electron gas w
mobility m2D.53106 cm2/Vs.

The test samples were Hall bars with the distance betw
the voltage probesL5200 mm and the width of the bard
5100 mm. Four-terminal resistance and Hall measureme
were made down to 50 mK in a magnetic field up to 15
The sample was immersed in a mixing chamber of a t
loading dilution refrigerator. The measurements were p
formed with an ac current not exceeding 1027 A. Resistance
6-3
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was measured for different angles between the field, s
strate plane, and current in magnetic field using anin situ
rotation of the sample. The current was directed along
Hall bar (y axis!. We measured the longitudinal magnetor
sistanceRyy with magnetic field directed alongy axis, and
the transverse magnetoresistanceRxx

x with B oriented perpen-
dicular to the current (x axis! and parallel to the quantum
well. Rxx

z denotes transverse magnetoresistance when m
netic field is directed parallel to the normal of the quantu
well plane (z axis!. We rotate the samplein situ, so that
magnetic field could be tilted with respect to the sam
(x-y) plane in x or in y directions. We denote the ang
betweenB and the sample plane byQ. We used the Hall
voltage for the measurements of the tilt angle with precis
of 0.02°. We investigated 1–3 samples with similar para
eters for each grown structure indicated in the Table I. T
concentration was determined from the low-field Hall me
surements. In addition to the Hall bar we performed m
surements in the van der Paw structures.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4~a! shows the transverse resistanceRxx
x as a func-

tion of in-plane magnetic field for parabolic wells with di
ferent geometric widths atT51.5 K. As we already mention
in the Sec. II, in parabolic quantum well the subband ene
is determined by Eq.~1! ~see also Fig. 2!, and the magne-

FIG. 4. ~Top! Sketch of the experimental geometry for the me
surements of the transverse magnetoresistanceRxx

x . ~a! Rxx
x as a

function of the in-plane magnetic field for wells with different ge
metrical widthsW, T51.5 K. Curves are shifted for clarity. Arrow
show the position of the fundamental magnetic fieldB1 correspond-
ing to the depopulation of the last Landau level.~b! Fermi energy of
the quasi-three-dimensional electron gas as a function of the sa
width extracted from the position of the last magnetoresista
minima. Dashes represent data of Eq.~5!.
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toresistance reveals oscillations, sometimes called diam
netic Shubnikov de-Haas~SdH! oscillations, which result
from the combined effect of the electric and magne
fields.18 In quantum well with several subbands occupie
such oscillations can be interpreted as magnetic depopula
of the 2D levels. However, as we also discussed above,
energies of thei 51 andi 50 subbands in magnetic field ar
coincident with the energy of then51 andn50 bulk Lan-
dau levels, therefore, last oscillations correspond to the
population of the bulk LL. To distinguish between these tw
cases we should consider characteristic energy of the q
tum well E05(2p)2\2/(8mW2) and cyclotron energy\vc ,
which for the last magnetoresistance minima is equal
Fermi energy. For full parabolic well we have

EF5\2~3p2N1!2/3/~2mW4/3!, ~5!

whereN15n1W2. SinceE0;W22 andEF;W24/3 we may
estimate critical widthWc;100 Å, when E0;EF . For
wider parabolic wells,E0!EF , and the energy of then50
bulk LL level is coincident with the energy ofi 50 subband.
Figure 4~b! shows the Fermi energy determined from t
position of the last minimum of the magnetoresistance and
of the Eq.~5! without adjustable parameters. It is worth
note that in contrast to 2D electron gas in conventio
GaAs/AlGaAs structures, we cannot change the bulk Fe
energy in parabolic well by increasing the electron sheet d
sity through illumination. It results from the fact that th
width of the electron slabWe increases withns , so that the
bulk densitynbulk5ns /We and the Fermi energy remain e
sentially constant. Indeed we cannot fill up the parabolic w
with densitynbulk.n1 , since the electrons in the wide we
due to the electrostatic repulsion will be separated into t
weakly connected two-dimensional systems. Therefore,
only way to vary Fermi energy is the variation of the ge
metrical width of the parabolic well. It introduces some lim
its for the investigation of the 3D properties in such system
For example, it would be better to increase the width of
well to improve 3D approximation, specially for perpendic
lar magnetic field. However, as we can see in Fig. 4~b!, the
Fermi energy decreases rapidly and all magnetic ene
scales shift to the lower fields. Because of these natural li
tations, we believe that the 4000 Å parabolic wells are, pr
ably, optimal systems for investigation of correlation effec
in 3D gas. Figure 5 gives additional support for this assum
tion. It represents the low-field part of the magnetoresista
of the 4000-Å well at low temperatureT550 mK. We can
see magnetoresistance oscillations at low field and the fi
the theoretical expression for 3D SdH~Ref. 20! to the ex-
perimental curve assuming parametersEF52.04 meV and
the single-particle relaxation timets'10212 s. One may see
that the periodicity of the first oscillation deviates from 1/B
behavior, which results from the combined effect of the el
tric and magnetic fields. The resistivity minimum in 3D ca
produced by the depopulation of thenth LL occurs at the
inverse magnetic field given by20

Bn
215P~n11/81b!, ~6!

-
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where for the spherical modelP5(2e/\)(3p2nbulk)
22/3,b

50.5. From Eq.~6! we find that the last minimum atB1
51.1 T corresponds to the depopulation of then51 Landau
level, and at higher fields only the lowest LL is occupied

Now we turn to the experimental results in the quant
limits in the strong in-plane magnetic field. Figure 6 sho
the transverse resistanceRxx

x as a function of in-plane mag
netic field for different electron sheet densities for 4000
parabolic well. Surprisingly, atB53.7T'3B1 ~LL number
n51/3), we observe a peak in the transverse magnetore
tance, as can be seen in Fig. 6. This peak becomes sh
with the increase of the electron density@Fig. 6~a!#. Figure
6~b! shows the data for the second sample, when after
mination we approach a slightly higher Fermi energy. We c
see that both the last Landau minimum and the peak
higher magnetic field are shifted to lower magnetic fiel
The feature at three times the fundamental depopulation
is comparable with the SdH oscillations, and it seems to
strong. Its precise position in magnetic field should depe
on the Fermi energy and sample design.

In order to observed the feature shift with a spec
sample parameter we study the samples with smaller wid
Figure 7 shows the experimental traces ofRxx

x from four
samples taken at different temperatures. We can see tha
data from all samples show the peak atB1/353B1. As tem-
perature is raised above 0.5–1 K the 1/3 feature is gradu
vanishing. The feature depends on the mobility and is wea
in samples with lower mobilities. Because samples w
widths 2000–3000 Å have similar mobilities, it seems th
the feature becomes weaker for lower magnetic fields. T
data, probably, explains why samples with similar design
vestigated in Ref. 19 did not reveal structures observed
our work, the mobility of the sample was 503103 cm2/Vs,
which is marginal for the observation of the 1/3 structu

FIG. 5. Transverse magnetoresistanceRxx
x as a function of the

low in-plane magnetic field for parabolic well with geometric
width W54000 Å, T550 mK. Thin line represents SdH oscilla
tions in 3D case calculated from theoretical expression~see, for
example, Ref. 20!.
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@see Fig. 6~a!#. Figure 8 shows a summary of the positions
the minima in Rxx

x and 1/3 feature. Solid lines are linea
dependences 1/n on the in-plane field, which are draw
throughn51 minima.

Naively, one would expect to see a spin splitting of t
SdH oscillations, which would lead to the last resistivi
minimum atB'2.2–2.4 T, corresponding to the depopul
tion of one spin-split sublevel of the last LL.20 However,
the effective mass and the effectiveg factor in GaAs are
such that the Zeeman splitting is roughly 1/60 of the L
spacing. In AlxGax21As, g factor increases monotonicall

FIG. 6. ~Top! Sketch of the experimental geometry for the me
surements of the transverse magnetoresistanceRxx

x . ~a! Sample 1;
Rxx

x as a function of the in-plane magnetic field for two differe
values of the densityns : 1.531011 cm22 ~curve 1! and 3.5
31011 cm22 ~curve 2!, T550 mK. ~b! Sample 2 (ns53.3
31011 cm22), Rxx

x as a function of the in-plane magnetic field
T550 mK.

FIG. 7. Transverse magnetoresistanceRxx
x as a function of the

in-plane magnetic field for parabolic wells with various widths f
different temperatures: dashes represent 1.0 K, thick line repre
50 mK. Inset to~c! represents derivative ofRxx

x as a function of the
in-plane magnetic field atT550 mK.
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G. M. GUSEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205316
from g520.44 atx50 ~GaAs! to g'10.5 atx50.35 van-
ishing atx.0.13.21 It leads to the averageg factor in our
4000-Å parabolic well of 0.14 and corresponding Zeem
energyDEZ50.02 meV atB52.4 T. It is worth mention-
ing that the possibility of the observation of spin-split inste
of single peaks depends not only on their separation
temperature, but also on the level broadening. Collapse
the spin splitting can be interpreted as a result of the ov
lapping of LL subbands, when level broadeningG is larger
than the Zeeman energy. The width of the LL is determin
by the single-particle relaxation timets , which is usually
smaller than the transport time obtained from the conduc
ity at B50. As we indicated above, from the comparison
the SdH oscillations with the conventional expression for
SdH effects20 we obtained the single-particle relaxation tim
ts'10212 s, which corresponds to the Landau level broa
eningG.\/ts;0.6 meV@DEZ , supporting the argument
about the absence of spin splitting in our parabolic we
Therefore, it can be expected that the last LL remains un
larized in magnetic fields up to.50 T, whenG.DEZ . In-
deed, in the trueB→` limit the Zeeman splitting would
maximally polarize the system, however, no resistiv
minima should be observed in this case. In two-dimensio
systemsg factor is strongly enhanced due to the electro
electron correlation effects, therefore, in 2DEG it is easy
approach extreme quantum limit, when only the lower s
state of the lowest Landau levels are occupied.

Indeed we extended our measurements to higher field
to 15 T in order to look for the occurrence of similar ph
nomena at other fractional fillings like 1/5. We found that
the quantum limitRxx

x exhibits linear dependence on th
magnetic field with a larger slope for the transverse mag
toresistance and a weak temperature dependence in
liquid-helium range~1–4.2 K!. At low temperatures magne
toresistance demonstrates a stronger magnetic-field de
dence atB.7 T, which may be indicative of the beginnin
of the magnetic freeze-out, however, no indication for ot

FIG. 8. Plot of the in-plane field position of the minima
transverse magnetoresistanceRxx

x corresponding to the depopulatio
of the nth Landau level and maxima at 1/3 feature versus 1/n for
parabolic wells with different geometrical widths: squares repres
W54000 Å, circles representW53000 Å, diamonds represen
W52500 Å, and triangles representW52000 Å.
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fractional features at higher magnetic field was found. It
not very surprising, since the mobility in our samples is lo
in comparison with 2D electron gas. As has been dem
strated in Ref. 22, the samples with 2D mobility smaller th
5003103 cm2/Vs reveal transition to the insulating state
after 1/3 minimum without development of the 1/5 and oth
high-order fractional features.

Figure 9 shows the transverse resistanceRxx
x as a function

of in-plane magnetic field for 1500-Å parabolic well. Sinc
the last minimum occurs atB1'4 T, we expected that the
1/3 features will appear atB1/3'12 T. However, no feature
at this field was found. It is not very surprising too, and w
may argue here that the stronger magnetic field kills the
feature due to competitions between one-dimensional lo
ization and correlation effects.23 The transition to the insulat
ing state in 2D samples,22 mentioned above supports th
idea. Higher mobility samples are necessary to check
influence of the strong magnetic-field localization on the c
relation effects.

We also measured magnetoresistance in 1000-Å parab
well, when 1/3 feature is expected to be close to 18 T. Si
our measurements are limited to 15 T, we looked for 2/3
other fractional features at lower fields. These features w
nor observed in our samples.

To finish the part of work concerning the measurements
a parallel magnetic field, we have to mention another exp
mental geometry. We have also measured the longitud
resistivity Ryy ~the current in parallel withB) as a function
of the in-plane magnetic field. For comparison we show
data for both configurations in Fig. 10. Surprisingly, the ma
netoresistance exhibits anisotropic behavior; we see the p
in Rxx

x accompanied by the changes in the slope ofRyy ~step!
roughly centered atn51/3. At T51.5 K the curves exhibit
only a monotonic increase with magnetic field, as can
seen in Fig. 11. In Fig. 10 we can see that the SdH osc
tions in the longitudinal magnetoresistance have a sma
amplitude and are shifted to lower field. For the transve

nt FIG. 9. Transverse magnetoresistanceRxx
x as a function of the

in-plane magnetic field for a parabolic well with geometrical wid
W51500 Å,ns53.531011 cm22, T550 mK.
6-6
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SdH oscillations the theory predicts the amplitude, a fac
2.5 times larger than that forRyy , which is roughly consis-
tent with our measurements. However, the shift of the pe
remains unclear. It should be noted that a similar shift
diamagnetic SdH oscillations has been observed in nar

FIG. 10. ~Top! Sketch of the experimental geometry for th
measurements of the transverseRxx

x and longitudinalRyy magne-
toresistance.Rxx

x ~1! andRyy ~2! as a function of in-plane magneti
field for a parabolic well with geometrical widthW54000 Å, ns

53.531011 cm22, andT550 mK.

FIG. 11. ~Top! Sketch of the experimental geometry for the me
surements of the longitudinal magnetoresistanceRyy . Ryy as a
function of the in-plane magnetic field for a parabolic well wi
geometrical widthW54000 Å for different temperatures: dash
representT51.5 K, thick line representT550 mK, andns51.5
31011 cm22.
20531
r

s
r
w

parabolic quantum well.18 In the quantum limitRxx
x andRyy

both exhibit linear dependence on the magnetic field wit
larger slope for the transverse magnetoresistance aT
51.5 K. We have to note that anisotropic behavior of ma
netoresistance in the quantum limit for ionized impurity ca
without correlation effects has been predicted and obser
in a number of 3D systems~for review see Ref. 23!. Here we
report on the anisotropy close to the magnetic fieldB1/3. We
emphasize that not onlyRxx

x @Ryy , but 1/3 features have a
different shape for these geometries.

In 2D electron gas it has been shown that the influence
anisotropy in transport can be dramatically enhanced by
of a van der Paw geometry.24 We also measured longitudina
and transverse magnetoresistances in the parallel mag
field for this geometry, shown in Fig. 12. Indeed 1/3 featu
are observed in van der Paw sample, whereRxx

x reveals the
peak atB1/353B1 and increases atB.B1. Behavior of the
longitudinal magnetoresistance was found to be differ
from the dependence ofRyy on the parallel magnetic field in
Hall bar geometry:Ryy decreases at high field and chang
the slope nearB1/353B1. We have to note that the nonun
form current distribution in van der Paw geometry leads
mixture between different components of the resistance,
such measurements will be very difficult to analyze, ho
ever, in this work we do not attempt to describe how ma
netoresistance behaves in Hall bar and in van der Paw ge
etry.

As we already mention in Sec. I, energy spectrum sho
in Fig. 3 transforms to the spectrum in Fig. 2, when magne
field is tilted away from the normal to the sample plan
Evolution of the energy levels in the tilted field in parabo
quantum well has been studied in Ref. 9 for 1000-Å pa
bolic well. As has been argued in Ref. 9, the states in til
field, so called oblique states, transform into plane wa

-

FIG. 12. ~Top! Van der Paw geometry for the measurements
the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistance; arrows show
direction of the current.Rxx ~1! and Ryy ~2! as a function of the
in-plane magnetic field for a parabolic well with geometrical wid
W52000 Å atT550 mK,ns52.131011 cm22.
6-7
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along the field in the bulk Landau states, since their locali
tion lengthWx grows asWx /tanQ , when field is tilted in the
x direction. We also measured the resistance at diffe
anglesQ between the field and the parabolic well plan
rotating our sample in situ. Since the degeneracy of the
lique states is given by (eB/h)sinQ, as for 2D levels, in
titled field we observe SdH oscillations shifted, as expec
with the angle, similar to results, observed in Ref. 9. Pre
ous experiments in parabolic well with the width of the ele
tron slabWe'1000 Å and four occupied subbands demo
strated a 2D character of the spectrum in perpendic
magnetic field.9,11 Our samples are wider, but it is not wid
enough for the 2D-3D transition atB50, and the density of
states in a perpendicular magnetic field does not lose its
structure.15 Due to this, then51/3 structure disappears a
Q.20°, and we observe only 2D SdH oscillations in tilte
and perpendicular magnetic field atB.1.2 T.

V. POSSIBLE STATES FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ELECTRON GAS IN THE QUANTUM LIMIT

IN THE STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD

There is no satisfactory explanation for the observed m
netoresistance features nearB1/353B1. It cannot be a spin-
splitting effect because of a small value of theg factor and
inconsistency with the behavior of conventional spin-sp
oscillations. Since the samples have a high electron mob
we can suggest, in analogy with a 2D FQHE, a formation
correlated electronic state. The Hartree-Fock approxima
predicts several electronic phases in a strong magnetic
in the extreme quantum limit.13 First, it has been shown tha
a homogeneous 3DEG should be transformed into a t
dimensional hexagonal lattice of charged rods parallel to
magnetic field with the diameter 2l H , wherel H is the mag-
netic length~Kaplan-Glasser phase!.12 Each charged rod be
haves as a one-dimensional electron gas with a variatio
the charge described by the wave vectorQy52kF along each
rod, wherekF is the Fermi vector of the electrons. In ou
parabolic well the dimensionless interelectron spacingr s

5(4pn1/3)21/3aB
21 , whereaB is the effective Bohr radius

is around 3. According to Ref. 13, in such a situation 1
charged rods evolve continuously into a Wigner crystal
the field is increased, and transition to the Kaplan-Glas
phase does not occur. Using the results of the calculatio13

we can estimate the values of the magnetic field, when
different phase transition should occur for our 4000-Å pa
bolic well. The ground state changes from uniform-dens
states to a CDW state with wave vector parallel to the field
Bc'1.8 T, to an uniform-density state atBc'5 T, and then
to a Wigner crystal with the holes and electrons atBc
'5.1 T and 9 T consequently. We may see that all th
critical fields disagree with magnetic fieldB1/3'3.7 T, when
the structures in magnetoresistance are observed. The dis
ery of the FQHE demonstrates that the ground state ma
different from the states predicted by the Hartree-Fock
proximation. In 2D systems the fractional states correspo
ing to the Landau filling factorn5ns2p l H

2 5q/p, wherep
20531
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andq are integer numbers (q is odd!, have a minimum en-
ergy. For noninteracting systems the last 3D Landau le
has a filling factorn52n1p2l H

2 /kF51 ~neglecting spin!,
and kF decreases withB. For interacting system then51
state is not necessarily the minimum energy state, becaus
the competition between the kinetic and Coulomb ener
One may speculate thatn51/3 andkF(B1/3)5kF(0) state
has a minimum energy and is a kind of the charge-den
wave. This new state can be pinned by impurities. We can
explain the anisotropy of the magnetoresistance struct
however, since the energy, which is necessary to m
pinned charged electronic rods in the direction along the r
or in perpendicular direction is different, it certainly shou
lead to anisotropy of the transport coefficients. Our obser
tion is perhaps the indication that correlation phenomena
3D systems in strong magnetic field are quite similar to th
in the lowest 2D Landau level.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured transport properties of the parab
quantum wells with different widths subjected to in-pla
magnetic field at temperatures down to 50 mK. In spite
the fact that this system is neither 2D nor 3D at zero m
netic field, when the strong parallel magnetic field is appli
the spectrum becomes identical to that of a 3D electron g
Since the mobility in parabolic well is much higher than
the heavily doped semiconductors, such system is v
promising for studying the electron correlation effect in t
strong magnetic field. Another advantage is isotropic Fe
surface and single carrier type, in contrast to semimetal,
graphite and bismuth, when highly anisotropic Fermi surfa
and coexistence of the electrons and holes does not allow
to unambigously interpretate magnetoresistance data in
strong magnetic field. In all our samples with widthsW
.1500 Å we observed unexpected structure at magn
field three times larger than the fundamental field. The
structures are observed only in high mobility samples and
low temperatureT,1 K. Several theoretical models indee
support the idea that the correlation effects in pure 3D s
tem become very important in the quantum limit and m
drive the system to the strongly correlated state. Howe
such models are based on the Hatree-Fock approxima
that is failed for 2D system and does not predict fractio
quantum Hall effect. Therefore, we suggested that the co
lated state may occur in 3D system at filling factor 1/3,
analogy with FQHE. Indeed this idea demands further th
retical and experimental confirmation.
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